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1. SCOPE

The scope of this document is to provide the necessary incremental specifications to add to the FUNI v2.0 [1] compliant devices the capability to handle multi-services, particularly Voice over Frame Based UNI. The specifications in this document are additions to the FUNI v2.0 [1] specifications. Any changes from the FUNI v2.0 [1] specifications will be explicitly pointed out and will not be required for devices to claim compliance with FUNI v2.0 [1]. Such changes, if any, are only required to claim compliance with the specifications stated in this document.

2. INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

In order to be able to mix real-time/delay-sensitive traffic, such as voice, with traffic that is less sensitive to delay, such as asynchronous data, on the same interface, it is necessary to reduce the size of all packets and interleave them. For this reason, fragmenting long packets on the multi-service FUNI is necessary.

This specification provides the fragmentation and reassembly process for the transmitting and receiving DTEs/DCEs respectively. This specification, which supports fragmentation/reassembly across a FUNI interface between the DTE-DCE peers, is based on the frame relay fragmentation/reassembly process specified in the Frame Relay Forum’s FRF.12 [3] implementation agreement.

TERMINOLOGY

In this specification (R) and Shall indicate a requirement that must be implemented to claim compliance with this specification. (O) is an Option that may be implemented. (CR) is a Conditional Requirement which must be implemented if the particular option, to which it is related, is implemented.

When Should is used in the context of a specification, the implementation of the item referred to, as stated, is highly desirable, but not required to claim compliance.

When May or Optional is used, the implementation of the item referred to is Not Required, and is left to the discretion of the implementers.

When the statement "Not Applicable" is used, the item is outside the scope of this specification.
ACRONYMS LIST

ATM - Asynchronous Transfer Mode
DCE - Data Communications Equipment
DTE - Data Terminal Equipment
FA - Frame Address
FCS - Frame Check Sequence
FUNI - Frame-based User-to-Network Interface
PPP - Point-to-Point Protocol
PVC - Permanent Virtual Connection
QoS - Quality of Service
SVC - Switched Virtual Connection
VC - Virtual Connection

3. RELEVANT SPECIFICATIONS

The following is a list of specifications on which this specification is based:

4. REFERENCE MODEL

Figure 4-1 below depicts a reference model of the Multi-service FUNI, where user's real-time (e.g., voice) and asynchronous (e.g., data) services can be multiplexed and handled on a single FUNI interface to the ATM network.

![Reference Model of the Multi-Service FUNI](image)

5. FRAGMENTATION/REASSEMBLY OVERVIEW

To properly support voice and other real-time (delay-sensitive) data on lower-speed FUNI links, it is necessary to fragment long frames that share the same FUNI link into shorter frames. The shorter frames eliminate excessive frame delays which could be encountered with longer frames. Fragmentation enables interleaving delay-sensitive traffic on one VC with fragments of a long frame on another VC utilizing the same interface.

Fragmentation may be used with both two-octet and four-octet FUNI headers, and both two-octet and four-octet FCS fields. To simplify the diagrams, the figures that include FUNI headers and FCS fields will only illustrate the two-octet header and the two-octet FCS. The four-octet
header and/or four-octet FCS differ from the shown diagrams only in the size of the respective field.

6. FRAGMENTATION/REASSEMBLY MODEL

FUNI Bidirectional DTE-DCE fragmentation/reassembly is used in order to allow real-time and data frames to share the same FUNI interface between a DTE and the ATM network. Fragmentation/reassembly is strictly local to the interface, and the fragment size can be optimally configured to provide the proper delay and delay variation based upon the logical speed of the DTE interface (the logical speed of an interface may be slower than the physical clocking rate if a channelized physical interface is used).

For FUNI fragmentation, the DTE and DCE interfaces act as fragmentation and reassembly peers, as shown in Figure 6.1:

![Figure 6-1  FUNI Fragmentation/Reassembly Reference Diagram](image)

Note that the “Logical Fragmentation/Reassembly Function” depicted in Figure 6.1 is shown as a standalone function for illustration purpose only. This function is expected to be implemented as part of the DTE and DCE interface implementations.

FUNI fragmentation/reassembly is provisioned on an interface-by-interface basis. When FUNI fragmentation/reassembly is used on an interface, then all frames on all VCs (including all PVCs, SVCs, and signaling channels) are preceded by the fragmentation header (described in Section 7).
7. FRAGMENTATION/REASSEMBLY FORMAT

O-01 Fragmentation/Reassembly May be used to enable multiple services on the same FUNI.

O-02 Fragmentation/Reassembly May be used with both two-octet and four-octet FUNI headers and both two-octet and four-octet FCS fields.

When Fragmentation/Reassembly is used on a FUNI, the following Requirements Apply

R-01 A two-octet Fragmentation Header Shall precede the FUNI header.

R-02 The format for each fragment of a frame Shall be as shown in Figure 7-1 below for a two-octet FUNI Header. Fragment format for a four-octet FUNI header differs from Figure 7-1 only in the size of the FUNI header. The four-octet FUNI Header format Shall be the same as that shown in af-saa-0088.000 [1], CR4, Section 3.9. The Fragment Payload Shall be a Fragment of the FUNI Frame Payload of a length determined by the FUNI user.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragmentation Header</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Seq. # high 4 bits</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence # low 8 bits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUNI Header</td>
<td>Frame Address high 6 bits</td>
<td>FID1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FA low 4 bits</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>FID2</td>
<td>CLP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fragment Payload</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FCS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(two octets)

Figure 7-1 FUNI Frame Fragment Format

R-03 The value of the different fields in the Fragment Format Shall be as follows:

The (B)eginning fragment bit is a one-bit field set to 1 on the first frame fragment derived from the original frame and set to 0 for all other fragments from the same frame.

The (E)nding fragment bit is a one-bit field set to 1 on the last fragment of a frame and set to 0 for all other fragments of the same frame. A frame fragment may have both the (B)eginning and (E)nding fragment bits set to 1 when the whole frame fits in one fragment.

The (C)ontrol bit is set to 0 in all fragments. It is reserved for future control functions.
The sequence number is a 12-bit binary number that is incremented modulo $2^{12}$ for every frame fragment transmitted on a VC. There is a separate sequence number maintained for each VC across the interface.

R-03, Continued

The lowest order bit of the first octet of the fragmentation header (bit 1 of octet 1 in Figure 7-1) Shall be set to 1. This is to distinguish the fragmentation header from the FUNI header (which contains a 0 in the corresponding field).

R-04 Peer entities (DTE or DCE) of a FUNI Shall be identically configured for fragmentation functionality, i.e., both Shall be configured with fragmentation enabled or both with fragmentation disabled.

R-05 A peer that is configured for fragmentation Shall discard received frames that do not contain the fragmentation header (lowest order bit in the first octet of the header is not set to 1).

R-06 A peer that is not configured for fragmentation Shall discard received frames containing a fragmentation header due to the violation of the FUNI header format (lowest order bit of the header's first octet being set to 1 instead of 0).

8. FRAGMENTATION PROCEDURE

FRAGMENTATION PROCEDURE

This fragmentation procedure is based on RFC 1990 [2]. Note that the procedure is identical for the two-octet and the four-octet FUNI header formats.

A FUNI transmitter Shall perform Frame Fragmentation according to the following procedure:

R-07 A series of frame fragments is created by removing the leading flag, the FUNI header, the original FCS and the trailing flag from the FUNI Frame and sending the remaining octets (FUNI Frame Payload), in their original order, as a series of frame fragments.

R-08 The resulting fragments Shall be transmitted in the same order as they occurred in the original frame prior to being fragmented.

Fragments from multiple VCs may be interleaved with each other on one interface (this is the principal objective of fragmentation).

R-09 Every fragment in the series Shall contain a fragmentation header and a copy of the FUNI header that was on the original unfragmented frame, including the CN, CLP, and FID bits.

R-10 The B bit Shall be set (to 1) in the first fragment of each frame. The E bit Shall be set (to 1) in the last fragment of each frame.
R-11 Following a VC becoming active, the first fragment sent on that VC may have the sequence number set to any value (including zero). The sequence number Shall subsequently be incremented by one for each fragment sent. The sequence number Shall be incremented without regard to the original frame boundaries, i.e., if the last fragment in one frame used sequence number "N", then the first fragment of the following frame Shall use sequence number "N+1" modulo $2^{12}$.

R-12 Each VC Shall have its own fragmentation sequence number, independent of all other VCs.

The last two requirements (R-11 and R-12) enable detection of lost fragments (and bursts of lost fragments) independently for all active VCs.

Note that if sufficient fragments are sent on an active VC, the sequence number will wrap from all ones to zero, and will eventually also wrap past the original sequence number sent on that VC after it became active. This wrapping may or may not occur on an original FUNI frame boundary (it is transparent to frame boundaries).

See Section 110 for a fragmentation example.

**Reassembly Procedure**

A FUNI receiver Shall perform Reassembly of received frame fragments into the original FUNI frames according to the following procedure:

R-13 For each VC, the receiver Shall keep track of the incoming sequence numbers and maintain the most recently received sequence number. The receiver Shall detect the end of a reassembled frame when it receives a fragment with the (E)nding bit set to 1. Reassembly of the frame Shall be declared complete (and the frame delivered to the next network function) if all sequence numbers up to that fragment have been received.

R-14 Each of the congestion bits CN and CLP, from all the received FUNI Header copies in all the received fragments of one FUNI Frame, Shall be logically ORed. The resulting CN and CLP bits Shall be included in the reassembled FUNI Frame Header.

R-15 The receiver Shall detect lost fragments on a given VC when one or more sequence numbers from that VC are skipped. When a lost fragment or fragments are detected on a VC, the receiver Shall discard all currently incomplete frame reassemblies, and subsequently received fragments, for that VC until it receives the next fragment that bears the (B)eginning bit. The fragment bearing the (B)eginning bit Shall be used to begin reassembling a new frame.

R-16 In the event of an error (e.g., one or more fragments lost due to transmission error, or a reassembly buffer overflow), fragments which cannot be reconstructed back into the original frame Shall be discarded by the receiver.
9. FRAGMENT AND FRAME SIZES

This FUNI Specification does not require nor recommend any specific fragment size. The fragment size is configured in the transmitter, and two peer transmitters need not use the same fragment size. The above fragmentation and reassembly procedures assure proper interoperability with different fragment sizes.

The maximum fragment size should be configured on a per-interface basis. The optimal fragment size is the result of a tradeoff between the efficiency of large frames, the interface speed, and the required delay and delay variation characteristics of the applications. This is left to the discretion of the user.

R-17 Receivers Shall be able to reassemble complete frames up to at least 4096 or 9232 octets in length, depending on the FUNI mode in use. For the proper size, follow requirements in the af-saa-0088.000 [1] specification.
10. FRAGMENTATION EXAMPLE

An example of the FUNI fragmentation procedure is depicted in Figure 10-1. The octets in white indicate fragments of the payload of the original FUNI frame (three fragments in this example). For this example, the starting sequence number of 42 was chosen at random.

The reassembly process Logical ORs each of the CN and CLP bits in the three received FUNI Header copies (from the three fragments) and inserts them in the reassembled FUNI Frame Header. It reassembles the three data fragments into one FUNI Frame payload and inserts a new Frame Check Sequence at the end of that reassembled FUNI Frame.

![Figure 10-1 An Example of Fragmentation](image-url)
11. INFORMATIVE ANNEX A – DYNAMIC FRAGMENTATION

This optional annex may be implemented to support voice and other real-time (delay-sensitive) data on lower-speed FUNI links where it is necessary to fragment long data frames that share the same FUNI link with shorter real-time data frames so that the shorter frames are not excessively delayed. Fragmentation thus enables interleaving of delay-sensitive traffic on one VC with fragments of a long frame on another VC utilizing the same interface.

In this specification the first data fragment in a series has the (B)eginning bit of the fragmentation header set, and the final data fragment has the (E)nding bit of the fragmentation header set. Every fragment in the series contains a fragmentation header and a copy of the same FUNI header that was on the original unfragmented frame, including the CN, CLP, and FID bits.

By exploiting the potential of dynamically alterable fragment sizes on the link QoS for real-time data is enhanced and link efficiency is maximized. To implement dynamic fragmentation a special condition for beginning and ending bits has to be met. This allows interruption of large data frames which are part to line for insertion of the small real-time frames. Therefore FDV can be minimized and QoS for the real-time data can be enhanced.

The simplest method of implementation maintains the setting of the (B)eginning bit of the fragmentation header for the primary data fragment. However the fragment payload equals the length of the original unfragmented data frame payload unless a small real-time frame is received while the payload of the data frame is part to line. In this scenario the frame is then interrupted at the next complete octet of payload. A FCS and end flag are then added to this fragment and the remaining part of the frame is interrupted to allow transmission of the real-time frame. The data frame can be further interrupted each time a real-time frame comes to line. To allow this implementation no end bit is set on any valid data fragment; rather a null frame fragment of six octets is required to indicate fragmentation end. This overrides the condition where a data fragment may have both the (B)eginning and (E)nding fragment bits set to 1. Therefore the real-time data is prioritized over the link and maximum efficiency is resumed when there is no real-time data active on a VC.

A frame cannot be interrupted in its first five octets (flag and header) or last three octets (flag and FCS). A null fragment with its (E)nding bit set cannot be interrupted. All fragmentation must be on an octet-by-octet basis due to the FCS operation. This procedure is bi-directional as is the standard fragmentation procedure covered in the main body of this document, i.e., it can be implemented at either fragmentation entity (DTE or DCE).

The fragmentation header is still present on all frames for control purposes. The low order bit of the first octet of the fragmentation header is set. This allows the fragmentation header to be distinguishable from the FUNI header. Therefore a fragmentation entity (DTE or DCE) can detect a misconfiguration of its peer, since the peers must be configured identically to use or not
use fragmentation across an interface. If a peer is configured for fragmentation and receives frames that do not contain the fragmentation header, those frames are discarded. If a peer is not configured for fragmentation and receives frames with the fragmentation header, those frames will be discarded due to the violation of the FUNI header format.

Therefore the receiver can keep track of the incoming sequence numbers for each VC and maintain the most recently received sequence number. The receiver detects the end of a reassembled frame when it receives the null fragment bearing the (E)nding bit. Reassembly of the frame is complete if all sequence numbers up to that fragment have been received. The detection of lost fragments or other errors are therefore dealt with in the same way as that indicated in the main body of this document.

The maximum fragment size should be configured on a per-interface basis. The optimal fragment size is the result of a tradeoff between the efficiencies of large frames, the interface speed, and the required delay and delay variation characteristics of the applications.

Receivers must be able to reassemble complete frames up to at least 4096 or 9232 octets in length, depending on the FUNI mode in use.